With a rapid growth in the shale gas industry, the development of a corresponding reservoir engineering theory was promptly needed. The decline laws for shale gas reservoirs differed dramatically from the traditional methods designed for conventional gas reservoirs. This paper summarized and compared the characteristics, assumptions and limitations of world's widely-used rate decline analysis methods for shale gas. Also, based on the field situations of gas wells, a rate decline analysis method, which is compatible with shale gas production, was presented. The method was validated by comparing its results with production data of shale gas wells in the Sichuan Basin. The advantage of the method, which is proposed in this study, is that it is not biased toward any gas production regime or WHP. By taking into account the different production regimes, it could provide a better analysis of the rate behavior characteristics in shale gas wells.
REVIEW OF RATE ANALYSIS METHODS FOR SHALE GAS
presents the exponential and hyperbolic rate decline theory for oil and gas wells, which are still widely utilized in petroleum industry for decline analysis and EUR calculation. According to Arps decline theory, the rate vs time relation consists of three forms: exponential, hyperbolic and harmonic, all of which could be modelled by the following Eq. ( Arps, 1945) :
Where, q t is defined as production rate at time t, q i is initial rate, D i is Arps' initial decline constant, b is Arps' hyperbolic decline constant.
When b = 0, it is the exponential decline or constant decline as D does not change with time.
When 0 < b < 1, it is the most widely-used hyperbolic decline relation in which D = + −(1 bDt)
will change with time.
When b = 1, it is the harmonic decline in which D varies with time and is proportional to production rate.
Among the above three relations, exponential decline would give the most conservative production rate and reserves forecast, harmonic decline provides the maximal one, and hyperbolic decline results are between the two. Fetkovich et al. (1996) pointed out that the occurrence of extremely low permeability in unconventional gas reservoirs such as tight/shale gas would result in b-values greater than one when Arps decline analysis was employed. In fact, Arps decline methods are no longer feasible for these wells where b is greater than one, and could not be used to predict the reservoir behavior directly.
With the progressive development in shale gas plays, the study on the characteristics of the shale gas production rate has become a focal point of gas reservoir engineering. Until recently, many methods have been introduced to facilitate rate analysis in shale gas, most of which are derived on Arps decline analysis theory.
Power Law Decline Method
This method was proposed by Ilk et al. (2008) based upon the study on changing b-value with time. A damped exponential law function was employed to approximate rate lossratio and a new function was derived exclusively from the original Arps method to describe changing D value with time (Currie, 2010) .
The following Eq. (2) and (3) govern power law decline model:
Where D 1 is decline constant at first time unit (i.e. first production day), D ∞ is decline constant when time approaches infinity, n is time exponential, q i is initial rate,
Stretched Exponential Production Decline Method
This method of production history matching and forecasting was proposed by Valko et al. (2009) for tight/shale-gas reservoirs. Valko validated its suitability by applying the SEPD method to a number of Barnett Shale production data.
The following Eq. (4) govern SEPD model:
Where, q i is initial rate, n and τ are parameters determined by history matching.
Duong Rate Analysis Method
Duong (2010) developed a rate analysis method for shale gas through a number of Barnett Shale production data. In Duong's model, the fracture linear flow regime is assumed to dominate in production history of shale gas reservoirs, with pseudo radial flow and boundary dominated flow rarely observed. Eq. (5) governs Duong rate analysis method:
Where, q is production rate, G p is cumulative production rate, a and m are parameters determined by history matching.
The above three methods are all empirical and derived from Arps rate analysis theory. With only a large number of production statistic data from shale gas wells in North American, those methods lack reliable theoretical principles, but have still been the most popularly accepted tools in the industry. The Duong Method assumed to be dominated by linear flow, could easily overestimate production rate and EUR. The Power Law Decline Approach is the only one of the three methods that could fit linear flow, transition flow and boundary-dominated flow regimes simultaneously. However, many uncertainties remain concerning the difficulty in determining D ∞ before boundary flow has reached. The Power Law Decline Method could degenerate into Stretched Exponential Production Method as D ∞ equals 0. In other words, the Power-Law Method is essentially the same as SEPD in which fewer parameters significantly reduce the uncertainty of production forecasting. Kabir et al. (2010) stated that SEPD is a feasible method to predict oil and gas production rate in low permeability reservoirs, but most, if not all, forecast results are conservative.
The three methods mentioned so far could easily be programmed and provide an economic way for shale gas production analysis, as long as a good quality of gas well production data is available. The smoother the rate vs. time relation, the more reliable the forecast results would be. Unfortunately, all of the methods require a constant bottom-hole pressure profile which could be a serious issue for unconventional reservoirs. In practice, throughout the production life of the field, the capability of gathering pipeline system should be considered. Moreover a high pressure drop in production would wash fracturing proppant back through the fracture to near well regions which greatly reducing gas well productivity. Thus, wellhead pressure would probably be controlled in actual well production, that is, constant rate production would be observed in early production period. Furthermore, there are a variety of sources which could create a non-smooth production curve such as gas-water multiphase flow in early production period, water pumping and dynamic monitoring like shut-in pressure build-up well testing. Under these conditions, the above methods could not be applicable; thus, a new feasible method needs to be studied to overcome the difficulties in the practical production analysis of the variable pressure data. Wattenbarger et al. (1998) investigated the production performance of hydraulic fracturing vertical wells and stated that gas production rate in fractured wells would satisfy Eq. (6): (6) Where, P i is initial formation pressure, P wf is bottom hole pressure, q is production rate, t is production time, m and b are parameters determined by history matching.
A NEW APPROACH TO RATE ANALYSIS OF SHALE GAS WELLS
From (6), it is obvious that the rate normalized pressure drop and square root of time t 1/2 have a linear relation for fractured gas wells. Under constant pressure production, the rate normalized pressure drop becomes constant and Eq. (6) could be simplified as a linear reciprocal relation between rate and t 1/2 , shown in Eq. (7): (7) According to Wattenbarger et al. (1998) , when real data points start to bend upwards from its straight line, the linear flow regime ends and boundary-dominated flow begins. This could help reservoir engineers to distinguish flow regimes accurately.
The rate normalized pressure drop in Eq. (6) consists of a bottom hole drop term, which in field gas production, could hardly be precisely estimated via current VFP models from wellhead pressures as multiphase flow exists in early production period. Moreover, production in a shale gas well is generally low, or in poor profit that makes downhole permanent pressure gauge uneconomical. In practice, especially in early production periods of shale gas reservoirs, a constant pressure condition could not be reached and thus is a limitation for Eq. (7). The author of the paper has found that bottom hole pressure drop, although not recorded, could be replaced approximately by well head pressure drop as given by Eq. (8). The deficiency of pressure absence in Eq. (7) is somehow reduced. (8) Where, P ti is highest shut-in pressure before production, P t is wellhead pressure at time t which is casing pressure for a casing production, or oil pressure for a tubing production, other parameters are the same as Eq. (6).
Additionally, changing gas well operation scenarios or even a shut-in are commonly observed in real shale plays making the production history not smooth.
Special care needs to be done to apply the above empirical models. The author suggests using material balance time to handle production data in our analysis. The material balance time is defined as Eq. (9): (9) Where, Q is cumulative gas production and q is daily rate.
AN EXAMPLE OF PRACTICAL DATA ANALYSIS
Two shale gas wells in Sichuan Basin, China have been analyzed using the new methods to validate its reliability. Well B could not operate normally in the first 600 days as a limitation of the surface pipeline, as shown in Figure 3 . Therefore, production data before 600 days was not feasible for empirical analysis. Still, by applying the rate normalized well head drop presented in this paper with a rate recalculation using material balance time, a linear relation is drawn in Figure 4 . It is easily found that, up to now, the rate normalized pressure drop was deviated from its straight line, indicating the flow regime has changed from fracture linear flow to boundary pseudo-steady-state flow.
